
Insurance:
Deliver excellent internal and 
external customer experience

Mobile: Will you be the early adaptor?

Bring contract creation and delivery to a higher level, and save money
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Yes, it is possible to meet the Business’ expectations and live up to your customers’ demands at the same time. Moreover, with the 
same efforts you can step into or develop your digital reality and – why not? – prepare for your mobile future. At your desired pace 
and as long as needed Scriptura Engage will be present as your partner of excellence enabling you to master your contracts and 
communications against today’s requirements: internal process efficiency, faster time-to-market, cost reduction.

People and businesses are becoming digital and Mobile facilitation is one of the upcoming trends. In Insurance 
– as reports tell us – this change of customer interaction may be a bumpy road. Scriptura Engage can support 
you in this journey. E.g. You could equip your mobile workers (agents, experts, sales people) with handy mobile 
tools. Let’s exchange our thoughts about it and make a joint success!

1. Compose complex contracts in a user-friendly environment

2. Deliver contracts fast and the way your customer prefers it

3. Demonstrate the costs you’ve reduced for your organization
 Ì You free up time for your IT team, so they can focus more on other business-critical 

challenges that save money
 Ì You enable the business to speed up Time-to-Market and win new customers faster
 Ì By replacing paper by digital you can save high printing and sending costs

Flip this page and discover important features: 
versioning, comparing and modification alerts

 Ì Not only fast, but also through the desired channel – print, email, online …
 Ì Sign your contracts digitally and follow up on them in a secured way
 Ì Negotiations go faster and, as a consequence, so do customer acquisitions

 Ì Modifications take a few minutes instead of hours or days
 Ì Any business user can work with it (whether you are an IT expert or not)
 Ì The contract process can be applied to one or more departments within your 

organization, secured with access restrictions and approval flows
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Standardize where you can
Document Design & Generation

 Ì Design standard contracts templates without programming
 Ì Decrease time-to-market
 Ì Reduce manual work and dismiss inefficiencies

Multi-branding
 Ì Make your brand or policy silo consistent across all communications
 Ì Give your brand or policy silo a high-qualitative output
 Ì Make your brand or policy silo unique

And prepare future modifications with Variants, make changes only once with Reusable Objects. 
It’s easily managed from one central platform.

Digitalize to meet your clients’ requirements
Multichannel Delivery

 Ì Deliver communications via email, online, archiving and other channels (on paper is still possible)
 Ì Keep control on all of your client-shared documents and communications from one platform
 Ì Increase response rates by 65% by selecting the channel(s) of your clients’ preference

Digital Signing
 Ì Sign your documents digitally without any risk
 Ì Keep document integrity and authenticity
 Ì Protect your authorship

Compose complex contracts easily and fast
Interactive Document Assembly

 Ì Compose contracts easily by using flexible text blocks
 Ì Secure critical content with modification alerts in the approval flow
 Ì Authorize internal customization in restricted areas

Comparing and Versioning
 Ì Compare customer profile data with the document you’re working on
 Ì Compare two quote versions to show the impact on the customer offer
 Ì Compare your quote to the final contract offer

Multilingual
 Ì Start from one single template to send communications in multiple languages
 Ì Compose contracts and communications in your customers’ language
 Ì Select the preferred language 
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An example: The government has taken new jurisdictional measurements to become valid as from a specified date in the near or far future. 
You can embed these modifications already today and they will occur in all documents that are subject to the new measurements starting 
on the due date (Variants). Reusable Objects, for their part,  enable you to make only one change to a specific text part which appears in no 
matter how many documents or communications.

How can Scriptura Engage help you? We advise you to standardize as much as you can. This way you can avoid human errors and 
save precious time. But if the contract or document is too complex (many variables or other dependencies) you could use Interactive 
Document Assembly to compose a correct, tailor-made customer document in a user-friendly way. And we have interesting extra 
features to offer like comparing, digital signing. Last, we recommend you to communicate with your customers the way they prefer it.


